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Many people conceptualize bibliographic data as static. To find a book in a library, all one needs is fixed
information such as title, author and subject. But this data lives and evolves: author names change through
marriage, 1 or gender changes. 2
Titles change with new updated
editions. 3 Even subject headings
evolve, such as the recent
proposed change of LCSH from
“illegal aliens” to “unauthorized
immigration.” 4 As custodians of
these resources, librarians have
spent years maintaining
bibliographic data. Yet
librarianship is still viewed in
terms of reference services and
resources (see Figure 1 as an
example). The data maintenance
that underlies libraries—without
which those resources and
Figure 1. Political cartoon by Chris O'Brion, originally published in The Roanoke
services would be unavailable—
Times, 2010.
is invisible.
This alternative proposal aims to make librarians’ maintenance work explicitly visible. Although
bibliographic data maintenance has occurred throughout library history, catalog cards—an immediately
recognizable form of bibliographic data from the 20th century—explicitly reveal maintenance through
hand-written corrections and annotations (see Figure 2 as an example). As an allegory to traditional
conceptualizations of maintenance and repair work, catalog cards will be compiled and “patched”
together with thread and string, making connections between two forms of traditionally invisible, takenfor-granted maintenance work: textile repair
and library bibliographic data. In the same way
a mother might patch a hole in her child’s
jeans, librarians have patched missing or
incorrect data in library catalogs, without
attribution or acknowledgement of value.
References to traditionally feminine
maintenance like sewing also raise questions
about the stereotypes of librarianship as a
feminine profession and its influence on
obfuscating data labor. Instead of a traditional
academic presentation, this exhibit is intended
for display in a prominent location for the
Figure 2. A catalog card printed by the Boston Public Library on May 3,
duration of the conference so that all attendees 1922. This is a discarded card from the Harvard College Library. From
can visualize this important maintenance work. http://www.libraryhistorybuff.org/catalog-cards.htm
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